
Spencer Navin C Vanderbilt

6-1 205 JR R/R

Batting-Navin had some solid abs, with a solid batters eye. He posses a very quick and impactful swing.
Grade: Present: 45, Future: 50-55.
Power-He is a big boy, who probably has some untapped power in there. Had two hits on 3/10/13 where 
the ball jumped off his bat.

Grade: Present: 40, Future: 45
Arm Strength-Dudes arm is amazing. He has the arm to get drafted on his arm alone. Grade: Present: 70, 
Future: 70.
Fielding-Very solid and consistent all weekend long.
Grade: Present: 70, Future: 70.
Speed-He doesn’t have the most speed in the world, but he is a smart aggressive base runner.
Grade: Present: 45, Future: 45.
Overall Comments-He is definitely a good guy to watch for young catchers. I believe that he will get 
drafted some how some way just based on his size, his ability to regulate a game, and his arm strength. 
This kid is a baseball rat. He tried to lay down two bunts with two outs and no guys on 3/9/13. An 
extremely hard worker, saw him back up a play on an error down the line not allowing the runner to 
advance. If his bat picks up he could be a very solid player moving forward. [He was injured in the 
3/10/13 game].
Physical Attributes-Navin looks extremely built. He can fill out his jersey well and almost looks bigger 
than the 205 that he is listed at.
Overall Grade-Present: 48, Future: 60, I am a strong believer in Navin and I think he will be a very good 
MLB backstop for 12-15 years.
Stat line (3/8/13): AB: 2 Hits: 1 R: 1 RBI: 0 BB: 0 K: 1
Stat line (3/9/13): AB: 1 Hits: 0 R: 1 RBI: 0 BB: 3 K: 0
Stat line (3/10/13): AB: 4 Hits: 2 R: 1 RBI: 0 BB: 0 K: 1
Stat Line (4/5/13) (Non-Live): AB: 3 Hits: 0 R: 0 RBI: 1 BB: 0 K: 1
Stat Line (5/4/13) (Non-Live): AB: 3 Hits: 0 R: 0 RBI: 0 BB: 1 K: 2
Statistical Analysis (As of:5/26/12)
AB: 162
R: 35
RBI: 33
EXBH: 9
HR: 4
AVG: .309

OBP: .439 SLUG: .414 OPS: .853 K: 40

BB: 21
SB%: 87.5% (7-8)
Fielding%: .990
Running game, (SB allowed-SB Attempted): 20-30
Comments: Does these stats support what I saw?: Kind of. Why?: Navin is one of those guys you just 
have to go watch play. He is an absolute baseball rat and is one of my favorite players to watch. He works 
extremely hard out on the field and does all of the little things correctly. He is amazing behind the plate 
and has posted some solid offensive numbers at the same time. If he can increase his power production 
and get that slugging number a little bit higher he could be a solid backstop at the next level.




